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Wheatley United Reformed Church 
Sunday 6 August 2017 – Year A 

Genesis 32.22-31, Psalm 145.8-9, 14-21, Rom.9.1-5, Matt.14.13-21 
 

Dreams, blessings, miracles 
 

  Another Sunday, another dream.  Two weeks ago Jacob dreamt of a ladder stretching 

from earth to heaven.  Now he’s at it again, spending the night wrestling with a 

stranger until daybreak, being hurt in the process, and demanding  a blessing.  Or is it 

a dream?  It reads to me more like a night of insomnia, when the things which stress 

us out confront us and will not leave us alone.  Then, when day comes they suddenly 

seem trivial; manageable, even.  This surely fits the context here.  Jacob dreamt of the 

ladder and received divine reassurance when he was fleeing for his life from the wrath 

of his twin brother Esau.  Now, four chapters and several years later, Jacob has sent a 

message to Esau and is told that his brother is coming to meet him with four hundred 

men.  He has no idea whether Esau will carry out his threat and kill him, or respond 

with a gesture of friendship.  Four hundred men sounds more like the former than the 

latter.  He has brought dozens of animals from his substantial flocks to give to Esau 

and he has sent his wives, maids and children on ahead, as a precaution.  Here he is, 

alone again, and night is falling.  Will the next day will bring life or death, 

reconciliation or war?  No wonder Jacob struggles all through the hours of darkness. 

  There was a fashion some years ago for all-in wrestling on the television.  I regret to 

say that my mother became rather a fan of it.  I recall that one of the wrestlers was 

called Giant Haystacks.  When I was a young don, at Christ Church, one of my senior 

colleagues was a rather stern history tutor called John Mason.  One day, passing the 

Town Hall in St Aldate’s, I spotted an advertisement for an evening of wrestling, and 

one of the contenders was called Crusher Mason.  I passed the titbit on to my more 

mischievous colleagues, and before long John was being called Crusher to his face.  

You might have thought he would hate it, but quite the opposite: he rather enjoyed it 

and sometimes referred to himself by the nickname.  Like some people one meets, 

behind a formidable exterior was a heart of gold.  So it was that a bit of cheekiness 

revealed an aspect of his character we’d never have thought was there. 
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  The kind of wrestling Jacob engaged in is also full of mystery.  Who is the stranger 

with whom he wrestles?  For older Jewish interpreters, he was an angel; for many 

Christian ones, the second Person of the Trinity, the divine Word before it became 

incarnate in Jesus Christ; and for Charles Wesley, in his great hymn ‘Come, O thou 

Traveller unknown’, he is divine Love.  But the story doesn’t tell us.  What we do 

know is that when daybreak comes Jacob believes that he was wrestling with God.  

When he woke from his dream of the ladder he said ‘Truly the Lord was in this place 

and I knew it not’, and called the place Bethel, the house of God.  Now, after all these 

hours of conflict, he calls the place Peniel, the face of God, because, he says, ‘I have 

seen God face to face, and yet my life is preserved’.  In the Old Testament, you cannot 

expect to see God and live.  Even the great Moses will only be vouchsafed a vision of 

what the Authorised Version rather coyly calls God’s ‘back parts’.  But when night is 

over Jacob concludes that his adversary was the Almighty.  If he is right, a further 

mystery arises.  How can it be said, as the divine stranger does, that Jacob has striven 

with God and with humans and has prevailed?  Surely no one is supposed to beat God.  

Yet the stranger gives him a new name, Israel, which means ‘the one who strives with 

God’.  I was puzzled.  This called for further investigation. 

  I expect some of you will have been watching the fine TV adaptation of Margaret 

Attwood’s chilling novel The Handmaid’s Tale, about a fundamentalist society in the 

America of the near future, in which human fertility has drastically decreased.  I 

mention it because the Hebrew verb translated as wrestling occurs two chapters earlier 

in the passage which the rulers of that society use to justify male heads of households 

impregnating fertile slaves, the handmaids of the book.  Unlike her sister Leah, 

Jacob’s second wife Rachel has had no children of her own at this point, so Jacob 

gives her his maid Bilhah so that he may impregnate her and Rachel have children, as 

it were, through her.  When Naphtali, the second such son is born, Rachel says ‘With 

mighty wrestlings I have wrestled with my sister, and have prevailed’.  The name 

Naphtali means ‘wrestling’.  Wrestling and prevailing: the same combination as in 

Jacob’s night of struggle.  The medieval Jewish scholar Rashi, whose commentaries 

on the Hebrew text were influential within and beyond Judaism, tells us that the verb 

translated as ‘wrestle’ means ‘to plead stubbornly’, and the verb ‘to prevail’ means ‘to 
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get one’s own way’. So the sense is that both Rachel and Jacob stubbornly pleaded 

and in both cases their request was granted, their prayer accepted.  Jacob doesn’t, as it 

were, crush God in a wrestling-match, he is so persistent about wanting a blessing that 

the divine stranger accedes.    

  But what exactly is this blessing?  Many years ago, when I was in Rome researching 

for my doctoral thesis, I was taken to a general audience with the then Pope, Paul VI.  

During it, a group of people from South America brought up to the pontiff a cage of 

parrots, which he proceeded to bless.  I found myself wondering what difference that 

made.  Were they better parrots afterwards than before?  Did it ensure them a place in 

parrot heaven?  Blessing is a lovely word but quite a difficult concept.  Our services 

usually end with one, sometimes called the benediction.  The Latin word ‘benedictio’ 

means ‘a good word’, so at one level we end with a ‘good word’ from God.  

‘Blessing’, though, the dictionary tells me, comes from an Old English word meaning 

‘to make holy’.  The French verb ‘blesser’ means ‘to wound’, and is not related to 

blessing, but isn’t it nice that in the Genesis story Jacob is wounded before he is blest?  

Many times in Genesis we are told the meaning of a particular name, a kind of sacred 

geography of person and place.  Here, not only is the place named after this strange 

encounter, but the wounding of Jacob is given as the reason for the Israelites 

abstaining from eating thigh muscle on the hip socket, which you might not think was 

high on the list of gastronomical delicacies in any case.   

  Why is Jacob so determine to wrestle a blessing out of the stranger?  Again, we need 

to recall the earlier part of his story, when he deceived his father into blessing him in 

place of his elder twin Esau and thereby gained the inheritance of the first-born.  Even 

at their birth, we are told, Jacob grabbed Esau’s heel as they came out of the womb.  

The name Jacob means ‘he who supplants’.  So he has taken what is not rightfully his, 

by fraud.  The dream of the ladder at Bethel gave him reassurance.  But he remains at 

war with his own conscience, he knows he has done wrong.  So he wants a blessing he 

has truly earned for himself, a blessing hard-won, and which comes at a cost.  That 

way, he can be free of the wrong he did and move on.  And that’s why he’s renamed: 

no longer the usurper, but one who strives with God, his limp a reminder written into 

his very flesh of the struggle he has passed through to make amends for his past 
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dishonesty.  In its own way, the story is a parable of reconciliation.  It tells us that the 

road from wronging others to forgiveness is a long and hard one, which brings its own 

pain and exacts its own cost.  But it is only by facing up to the consequences of our 

past actions and admitting the hurt we did to others that good may be born of evil.  

And the whole of the Christian life may be seen as a kind of wrestling, as faced with 

all the pain of the world we struggle with faith and doubt the purposes of God and 

wonder why we should bother.  Yet persistence yields blessing, and we are changed in 

the process. 

  There is no obvious link between this story and the feeding of the five thousand plus 

women and children in Matthew, but if you look carefully you will see that an act of 

blessing occurs in both.  Until this point Jesus has been teaching the crowds in 

parables, with mixed success.  Now the tone darkens.  Herod arrests John the Baptist 

and you know what happens next – the dance of the seven veils (not biblical) and the 

head of the Baptist on a plate.  Jesus now withdraws from the public arena and seeks 

solitude, not because he is afraid, but because he needs time to reflect.  The crowds, 

however, are persistent (another connection?) and will not let him go: they follow him 

and arouse his compassion.  The disciples are more concerned with practicalities.  It’s 

late, the shops are some way away and will soon be closing.  How are all these people 

to be fed?  Cue the five loaves and two fish.  Jesus blesses the loaves and the disciples 

distribute them.  Everyone has enough and the disciples, being good citizens, gather 

up the plentiful remains.  Nowhere does Matthew tell us that the loaves and fish were 

multiplied, only that everyone was fed. 

  Is it as simple and straightforward as is usually implied? I think not.  First, remember 

how at the beginning of his ministry, alone in the wilderness, as he was hoping to be 

here, Jesus specifically rejected turning stones into bread in order to fill hungry 

stomachs.  People need more than that to be truly alive, he tells the devil.  Second, 

there is a strong element here of an acted parable, in which the crowds accompanying 

Jesus briefly become the children of Israel wandering in the wilderness, fed by the 

miraculous manna when they complain of hunger.  The twelve baskets inevitably 

bring to mind the twelve tribes of the Exodus.  So here is the new Israel with its new 

teacher, and he provides all the food anyone could need for hungry spirits.  Liberal 
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interpreters have tended to see this as a parable of sharing, supposing that most of the 

people would have brought their own food with them.  That may be the case.  But 

without listening for the echoes of older stories in the narrative, such explanations are 

surely too superficial.    

  Because the story also looks forward, to Jesus taking bread and blessing it during the 

Last Supper, on the night before his death – a death which has just been foreshadowed 

by Matthew in the execution of John the Baptist.  Never underestimate the art of 

biblical narrative, or the way its theology is implied rather than stated.  ‘Jesus took a 

loaf of bread, and after blessing it he broke it, gave it to the disciples, and said, “Take, 

eat; this is my body”’.  Three days later, it was by that very gesture that two of his 

followers recognised him after his resurrection.  It seems infinitely sad to me that so 

much blood has been spilled over the interpretation of those words.  Our worship 

enacts the drama of salvation.  That is why it has the shape it does.  And whatever else 

is meant by the words Jesus speaks when we share that same Supper, as we shortly 

shall, they take us to the heart of the matter.  The sacrament has many names – 

Eucharist, which simply means thanksgiving ; Holy Communion, which speaks of a 

sacred sharing; the Mass, which takes its name from the Latin verb ‘mittere’, ‘to 

send’, as found in the closing words of the Roman liturgy, ‘Ite missa est’, ‘Go, be 

dismissed’.  Creation itself is sanctified in the gifts of bread and wine, and in the lives 

of those who offer themselves to the way of Christ.  And the drama of salvation 

reaches its climactic point: a supper with friends, an act of betrayal, arrest and torture, 

denial, death, none of which seem to have anything remotely connected with the 

saving of the human race from itself, any more than Jacob’s deception or Esau’s 

murderous anger.  Yet woven through this all too human story of bad blood, revenge, 

cruelty and cowardice we are given glimpses of another and are invited to make it our 

own: the sheer persistence of God’s love in Christ, which cannot be silenced by death 

and which will not let us go. 

       

 


